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Drought: a great pre‐condition for bushfires
Black Saturday (7 February 2009)
• Temp = 46.4°C
• Relative Humidity ~10%
• Total Death: 173 (414 injuries)
• ~1500 houses burnt

2009

Ash Wednesday bushfire (16 February 1983)
• Temp = 43.2°C
• Relative Humidity 6%
• Total Death: 75 (2676 injuries)
• 2000 houses burnt

1983

These major bushfires were equally devastating and occurred during extremely
dry conditions. Were the climatic conditions leading up these events similar?
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Impact of IOD via through the subtropical ridge
The STR intensity accounts for about 90% of the observed spring rainfall
decline (not significant) since 1979, all due to the IOD trend (Cai et al. 2011 ‐
Influence of global‐scale variability on the subtropical ridge over southeast
Australia, J. Climate. (in press).
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Phases of
the IOD..

Strong wavetrain activity

Is it case of a lack of the
negative IOD events
(Ummenhofer et al. 2009)
or an increase in pIOD
events (Cai et al. 2009)?
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Changing nature of drought due to temperature
‘…severity of the ‘‘Big Dry’’ is still exceptional; this appears to be linked to recent large increases in air
temperature’ (Ummenhofer et al. 2009 ‐ What causes southeast Australia’s worst droughts?, GRL)
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Conclusions
• There has been a recent increasing frequency in positive IOD events:
• four per 30 years in the early 20th century, ten over the last 30 years

• Positive IOD events in austral spring → lower rainfall in southeast Australia →
higher temperatures → increase fuel loading → create perfect conditions for major
summer bushfires:
• Since 1950, 11 out of 16 positive IODs were followed by major bushfires in Victoria

• The primary impact of the IOD (and ENSO) on spring rainfall across southeast
Australia is via the tropical Indian Ocean:
• Equivalent barotropic Rossby wavetrains → high pressure centre south of Australia →
weakens rain‐bearing systems → observed as an intensification of the subtropical ridge

• Any further increase in positive IOD occurrences as a result of climate change, will
further increase the risk of bushfires and exacerbate the drought
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